Offers from the List and Index Society
Star Chamber Conference,
Durham University, 8 to 9 July 2019
Star Chamber Reports,

edited by K. J. Kesselring, provides a
transcription of an early seventeenth-century manuscript volume of notes taken
from the now missing order and decree books
of the Court of Star Chamber. These notes tell
us of the court and its procedures, and help
to unlock the utility of Star Chamber records
that are preserved in the National Archives:
they draw researchers’ attention to cases in the
archive which may be concealed by incomplete
calendars, offer information on suits for which
no other records have thus far been found, and
shed light on the outcome of cases for which
we otherwise have only the pleadings and
depositions. As such, the volume is a valuable
resource for anyone who studies the Court
of Star Chamber or the many aspects of early
modern political, social, and cultural life that
came before it.

Kent at Law, 1602, III, Star Chamber, edited by Louis A. Knafla,

calendars all the records relating to cases in the
county of Kent brought to the Court of Star
Chamber during 1602 and surviving in STAC 5
of the National Archives. The court had become
a highly popular institution by the late sixteenth
century because it offered remedies for disputes
not easily handled by the common law courts,
its proceedings were in English and it could
not easily be intimidated, but it was scarcely
efficient, and its orders were not enforced
consistently. What makes the court’s record
different from most contemporary judicial
bodies is the rich legacy of examinations for
discovery that form the essence of the court’s
surviving records. The cases calendared here
confirm those conclusions.

The two volumes described overleaf are

on special offer until 31 August 2019, from the Society’s web site,

www.listandindexsociety.org.uk
or by filling in and sending this form ...

To the Treasurer, List and Index Society (LIS 01),

The National Archives, Kew, Richmond, TW9 4DU, UK

Please supply

____ copies of Star Chamber Reports at £30
____ copies of Kent at Law, III, Star Chamber at £45
____ copies of both volumes at £70
including one year’s membership and UK p&p.
Name: ______________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Postcode: _______________________________
Email address: _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Please make cheques payable to ‘List and Index Society’.
For overseas postage rates and alternative methods of payment,
please email us at
listandindexsociety@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk
The List and Index Society is a non-profit making organization
established to make historical texts more readily available.
Other publications include A Handlist of Star Chamber Proceedings
Before 1558 for Northern England, and five other volumes in the Kent
at Law, 1602 series, with another volume forthcoming this year.

